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The g-circular polarizations (Pg) and asymmetries (Ag) of several parity forbiddeng transitions in16O*
have been investigated within an effective operator approach. Considering various strong and weak interaction
models, the maximum theoretical value among the circular polarizations has been found to be 1.8531023

which corresponds to the 4.15 MeVg ray (21T50; Ex513.02 MeV→22T50; Ex58.87 MeV) in 16O* .
The isovector component of the parity nonconserving matrix element dominates the mixing of the parity
doublet (22T51; Ex512.9686 MeV221T50; Ex513.02 MeV) in 16O* .

PACS number~s!: 21.60.Cs, 24.80.1y, 27.30.1t, 12.15.Ji
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to the standard theory of electroweak inter
tions, the neutral current contribution toDS51 and DC
51 weak processes are strongly suppressed@1,2# and, there-
fore, the neutral current weak interaction between quarks
be studied best in flavor-conserving processes. This obse
tion motivates precision studies of parity nonconservat
~PNC! in low energy nuclear physics.

The present interpretation of the PNC effects at low en
gies, is based on a PNC nucleon-nucleon interaction, wh
is assumed to result from the exchange of low mass me
(p, r, andv). The PNC meson-nucleon coupling consta
are calculated from the flavor-conserving weak processe

Previous investigations of the PNC meson-nucleon ve
ces, forp, r, andv meson exchange, within different mod
els such as a chiral effective Lagrangian or nucleon qu
model, or QCD sum rules found the weakpN coupling con-
stant (hp

(1)) to be in a range of (2211)31027 @3–6#. The
latest study of this coupling constant updated it to
<1.331027 @7# which is significantly smaller than th
above.

This value for hp
(1) falls within the range deduced b

Desplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein~DDH! @8#, but it is
significantly smaller than the theoretical ‘‘best value’’
4.531027. The values ofhp

(1) and hr8
(1) ~see Table I! are of

particular interest due to their significant sensitivity to ne
tral current processes at low energy. This large range of
certainty stimulates us to investigate experiments sensitiv
hp

(1) andhr8
(1) .

Parity nonconservation in the nucleon-nucleon interact
has been observed through helicity dependent asymmet
pW -p scattering@9#, through nucleon-nucleus scattering i
duced by polarized projectiles~such aspW @10# or nW @11#!,
through spontaneousa decay@12#, @13# and in the circular
polarization@14–17,20# or asymmetry@8,21–23#, ~from po-
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larized nuclei! of nuclearg rays emitted in the decays. The
oretical predictions are available for new PNC experime
in induceda decay@24,25# andg decay@26–29#. Theoreti-
cal and experimental work in nuclear PNC processes
been reviewed recently@7,8,23,30,31#.

The search for parity nonconservation in complex nuc
and especially in cases where an enhanced effect is expe
from the existence of parity mixed doublets~PMD!
@23,30,31# has a long history. Here PNC effects are sensit
to several factors. The most important factor is the sm
level spacing between states of the same spin and opp
parity in the compound nucleus. Another important fac
arises from the potential increase in the ratio of parity
forbidden to parity—allowed transition matrix elemen
caused by the nuclear structure of the states involved.
attractive example is the case of closely spaced doublet
the same spin and opposite parity well isolated from sim
levels ~since it would justify a simple two-state mixing ap
proximation! and, where the normal parity-conserving tra
sitions are hindered by nuclear structure effects.

Detracting from the apparently ‘‘clean’’ situation for pe
turbation theory are the large uncertainties in the extrac

TABLE I. Weak meson-nucleon coupling constants calcula
within different weak interaction models~in units of 1027). The
abbreviations are KM 5 Kaiser and Meissner, DDH5
Desplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein ‘‘best’’ values, AH5 Adel-
berger and Haxton, and DZ5 Dubovik and Zenkin.

hmeson
DT KM DDH AH ~fit! DZ

hp
1 0.19 4.54 2.09 1.30

hr
0 23.70 211.40 25.77 28.30

hr
1 20.10 20.19 20.22 0.39

hr
2 23.30 29.50 27.06 26.70

hr8
1 22.20 0.00 0.00 0.00

hv
0 26.2 21.90 24.97 23.90

hv
1 21.00 21.10 22.39 22.20
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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of the PNC nucleon-nucleon~PNC-NN) parameters from the
experimental data. As a matter of fact, the same effects
sponsible for enhancing PNC effects complicate a relia
determination of the nuclear matrix elements. Therefore,
necessary to select exceptional cases, in which the nuc
structure uncertainties can be reduced by independent m
surements.

Now, how does one gain experimental access to th
terms? Clear and large parity mixing signals have b
found.

In resonant scattering of polarized neutrons from nucle
huge ~six orders of magnitude!, enhancement of the PNC
effect has been predicted@32# and observed@11#, however,
we cannot separate specific parts of the PNC-NN interaction
as in the case of low-lying PMD’s. The observed propert
of the PMD should help to determine the relative strengths
the different components of the PNC nucleon-nucleon in
action @3,4,8,23#. Usually, there are seven terms in th
Hamiltonian@33#, four of them (;hp

(1) , hr
(1) , hv

(1) , andhr8
(1))

are of the isovector type~dominated by the neutral curren
@23#!, two (;hr

(0) , hv
(0)) are of the isoscalar type~dominated

by the charged currents@23#!, and one (;hr
(2)) is isotensor

term ~dominated by the charged currents@23#!.
Parity mixing has been studied in simplified nucleo

nucleus interaction cases with the goal of isolating at le
the characteristic strength of the nucleon-nucleus weak fo
As weak interactions do not conserve the isospin, they m
be approximately characterized by either the strengths of
weak proton-nucleus and neutron-nucleus potentials
equivalently by the isovector and isoscalar components
the nucleon-nucleus potentials.

The main contribution coming from the isovector part
assumed to be due to the one-pion exchange term, while
main contribution coming from the isoscalar part is assum
to be due to one-r-meson exchange term. Other contrib
tions to the weak hadron-nucleus interaction potential@33#
appear to be experimentally inaccessible. Therefore, two
dependent experiments should be sufficient, in principle,
the determination of the above simplified nucleon-nucle
weak forces. For example, theoretical analysis@23,34,35#,
shows the PMD in19F is dominated by the strength of th
proton-nucleus weak force@36#. On the other hand, the PMD
in 18F, is well known to be dominated by the isovector p
of this force. Experimentally observed parity mixing in19F
@21,22# is accounted for by the ‘‘best DDH values’’@8# of
meson-nucleon weak coupling constants. However, pa
mixing in 18F is barely compatible@17–20,37#, with the ex-
tremum of the theoretical uncertainties.

Anotherpair of independent experiments for the determ
nation of the nucleon-nucleus weak forces could be the
scalara decay:16O (JpT5220,8.87 MeV)→a112C ~g.s.!
@12,13# coupled with an experiment involving the isovect
PMD: (JpT5210,13.02 MeV;JpT5221,12.9686 MeV! in
16O proposed in Refs.@24,25#. References@24,25# propose
investigating isovector PMD via the resonance15N(pW ,a)12C
reaction with two observables: the longitudinalAL and the
irregular transverseAb analyzing powers.

In the present paper we study the PMD via parity forb
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den g transitions in 16O* . Considering various strong an
weak interaction models, the maximum theoretical value
the circular polarization calculated for the above parity fo
biddeng transitions has been found to be that correspond
to the 4.15 MeVg ray (21T50; Ex513.02 MeV→22T
50; Ex58.87 MeV) in 16O* . Its value is typically larger
than the analogous value experimentally obtained for the19F
case @21,22#. In order to compare with previous work
@24,25# we examine the PNC-matrix element within differe
strong and weak interaction models. We conclude that
PMD is mainly affected by the isovector character of t
parity mixing matrix element analogous to the18F @23# and
21Ne @33# cases.

The paper is organized as follows. An effective PNC o
erator (HPNC

eff ) is deduced in Sec. II. In Sec. III the formula
of the circular polarization (Pg) and g asymmetry (Ag) in
the 16O case is presented. Discussions concerning the w
interaction models and the corresponding PNC matrix e
ments are given in Sec. IV. Section V is devoted to t
analysis of the particular behavior of the circular polariz
tions andg asymmetries of the16O decay from itsJpT
5210, 13.02 MeV state. Section VI will contain the conclu
sion.

II. EFFECTIVE PNC INTERACTION HAMILTONIAN

Starting from the standard model there are two major l
ers for obtaining the effective PNC interaction Hamiltonia
The bare PNC interaction Hamiltonian (HPNC) is given by
the exchange of heavyW6 and Z0 bosons between the
quarks of the nucleons and mesons@8#. In principle one
would then obtain an effective QCD HPNC (HPNC

QCD), for ex-
ample, by generalyzing the method given in Ref.@38#, and
references cited therein. This would produce the effect
weak coupling constants in analogy to the procedure v
for the quark masses and QCD strong coupling consta
From this HPNC

QCD interaction we would then obtain an effec
tive nuclear PNC interaction Hamiltonian (HPNC

eff ). In the fol-
lowing we shall develop this second layer starting from HPNC
@8# mentioned above—we recognize that the full develo
ment includingHPNC

QCD remains a challenging issue. The m
croscopic theory of effective operators@39–44# has been de-
rived in several ways based on the ideas introduced by Bl
and Horowitz@45# and by Morita@46#.

Recent years have seen an upsurge of interest in rela
the effective parameters of the established nuclear mode
the properties of the nucleons. This is generally referred to
the microscopic approach to nuclear structure. Its fundam
tal aims are to derive the model-space dependence
nucleus dependence of the microscopic models, to define
limitations of these models, and to indicate the nature of
corrections they require, starting from the observed prop
ties and mutual free-space interactions of the nucleons.

We follow well-established theory and, for completene
develop our framework showing the cross relationships
tween our different approaches. We also establish our n
tion in this development.

The Hamiltonian of the system isH5T1v, whereT is
1-2
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NEUTRAL CURRENT EFFECTS IN16O PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 065501
the total kinetic energy operator andv is the sum of the bare
two-body interactions. We rewriteH in the form H5H0
1V, whereH0 is a completely solved reference Hamiltonia
with known eigenenergies and eigenvectors

H0uFn&5EnuFn&, ~1!

and with the unperturbed ground stateuF0&. In practice, this
requiresH05T1U, whereU is the single-particle potential
ConsequentlyV5v2U with both two-body and one-bod
parts. The full Schro¨dinger equation (HuCn&5EuCn&) is, of
course, impossible to solve exactly for a many particle s
tem with more than three or four nucleons. A blend of no
perturbative and perturbative methods may be used to re
the exact solution to the known solutions of the unperturb
HamiltonianH0, taken to be parity conserving.

This theoretical analysis is usually performed for the p
ity conserving~PC! part of the Hamiltonian (HPC). To be
specific for our applications, we will attach the labels PC a
PNC where appropriate. Thus,H5HPC1HPNC5H01V, i.e.,
HPC5H01VPC, H05T1U, vPC5U1VPC, and V5VPC
1HPNC, whereH0 has the known eigenenergiesEn and PC
eigenvectorsuFn&.

The Hilbert space spanned byuFn& is separated into two
subspaces by the projection operatorsP and Q, where P
1Q51 and

P5 (
nPD

uFn&^Fnu. ~2!

The notationnPD means that the statesuFn& included in the
summation span a specified and finite subspace~the valence
space! D of the Hilbert space. SinceP andQ are defined in
terms ofuFn& eigenstates ofH0, they commute withH0, and
we obtain

~E2H02PV!PuC&5PVQuC&, ~3!

~E2H02QV!QuC&5QVPuC&. ~4!

The second equation is formally solved forQuC&, which is
then substituted in the first equation, by using

QuC&5GQ~E!QVPuC&, ~5!

where

GQ~E!5
Q

~E2H02QVQ!
. ~6!

Then using the definition

~E2Heff!PuC&50, ~7!

we obtain

Heff5H01VGQ~E!V. ~8!
06550
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Equation~7! should be solved in the subspaceD only, and
the eigenenergies should be the exact ones.

Now we use the separationV5VPC1HPNC of the exact
residual interaction and expand to first order inQHPNCQ to
obtain

GQ~E!5G Q
PC~E!1G Q

PC~E!HPNCG Q
PC~E!, ~9!

where

G Q
PC~E!5

Q

~E2H02QVPCQ!
. ~10!

The effective Hamiltonian becomes

Heff5HPC
eff1HPNC

eff 1O~HPNC
2 !, ~11!

in which

HPC
eff5H01VPC

eff , ~12!

where

VPC
eff5VPC1VPCG Q

PC~E!VPC, ~13!

and

HPNC
eff 5@11HPCG Q

PC~E!#HPNC@G Q
PC~E!HPC11#. ~14!

Now it is straightforward to see that the matrix elemen
of HPNC

eff between the unperturbed statesuFn& are equal to the
matrix elements of the bareHPNC interaction@8# between the
correlated statesuCn&. For our initial investigation, we will
circumvent the usual full development of theHPC

eff , in favor
of using semirealistic two-body correlations. We impleme
correlations in the following manner. We can write the co
related states in terms of unperturbed states:

uCn&5VPCuFn&'P i , j f i j
JastrowuFn&, ~15!

where

VPC511G Q
PC~En!HPC, ~16!

is a Moeller-like operator andf i j
Jastrowis the two-body Jastrow

correlation operator, assumed to be state independent@41#.
The Bethe-Goldstone equation may be obtained from

~15! when retaining only the two-nucleon correlation
@47,48#. For the Jastrow operator we will use the Miller an
Spencer@49# expression. Recognizing thatHPNC involves
short-range operators we may involve higher order term
QHPNCQ in addition to the terms occuring in Eq.~14!. Then
the PNC effective interaction becomes

HPNC
eff 5@11HPCG Q

PC~E!#tPNC@G Q
PC~E!HPC11#, ~17!

where

tPNC5HPNC1HPNCG Q
PC~E!HPNC, ~18!
1-3
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SORINA POPESCU, OVIDIU DUMITRESCU, AND JAMES P. VARY PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 065501
which acts as a PNC reaction matrix by analogy with

tPC5VPC1VPCG Q
PC~E!VPC, ~19!

the well-known parity conserving reaction matrix@42#. There
are of course fundamental differences betweentPC andtPNC.
For tPC the strong short-range repulsion inVPC makes it dif-
ficult to solve. This is one reason for us to simply use
Jastrow correlated basis states. However, fortPNC it should
be sufficient to work to leading order inHPNC. Thus, a PNC
matrix element may be calculated according to

MPNC5^FnuHPNC
eff uFn8&5^CnutPNCuCn8&5^CnuHPNCuC̃n8&,

~20!

where

uC̃n&5uCn&1G Q
PC~E!HPNCuCn&. ~21!

This last equation can be solved by complete analogy w
the usual Bethe-Goldstone equation@48# when retaining only
the two-nucleon correlations due to the PNC nucle
nucleon interactions.

Our approximation scheme proceeds as follows. Acco
ing to Kallio and Day@48# we take theH0 to be

H05Hosc1(
m

cmum&^mu, ~22!

whereHosc is the oscillator Hamiltonian. The parameterscm
are to be determined from the conditions

cm1 K mU 1

2
mv2r 2UmL 5^muUum&5 (

n<F
@^mnutPCumn&

2^mnutPCunm&#, ~23!

where the sum is over the occupied or ‘‘core’’ states. F
m.F, cm50.

By complete analogy with the Kallio and Day approa
for the ordinary Bethe-Goldstone equation@48#, we may
write an analogous equation for the two-bodyuC̃& solution
of Eq. ~21!

@E01D2Hosc~1,2!#uC̃~1,2!&5DuCBG~1,2!&

1QHPNC~1,2!uC̃~1,2!&,

~24!

with

@E01D2Hosc~1,2!#uCBG~1,2!&

5DuFosc~1,2!&1QHPC~1,2!uC~1,2!&. ~25!

Here uCBG(1,2)& is the two-nucleon solution of the Bethe
Goldstone equation@48#, Q is the Pauli operator,HPNC is the
bare PNC weak two-nucleon interaction@33#, HPC(1,2) is the
two-nucleon bare PC Hamiltonian†T1vPC(1,2), where
06550
e

h

-

-

r

vPC(1,2), e.g., is the Reid soft-core@50# potential‡. Also,
E05En1Em , En,m are the single-particle eigenenergies
Hosc(1,2) where the indicesm,n stand for the oscillator
single-particle quantum numbers and

D5cn1cm . ~26!

The above equation foruC̃(1,2)& is analogous to the two
nucleon Bethe-Goldstone equation†see Eqs.~25! and ~19a!
of Ref. @48#‡, the only change is that the PCNN potentialv
should be replaced byHPNC(1,2) ~e.g., from Ref.@33#!. The
technique to solve the above equation foruC̃(1,2)& is analo-
gous to that proposed by Kallio and Day except for t
boundary conditions at the origin for which we choose

^r uc&50 for r 50. ~27!

III. THE g ASYMMETRIES

The degree of circular polarization of the emittedg rays
is given †see Ref.@51#, Chap. 9, Sec. III, Eq.~9.38!‡ by a
sum of PNC and PC contributions

Pg~cosu![
Wright~u!2Wleft~u!

Wright~u!1Wleft~u!
5~Pg!0Rg

PNC~cosu!

1Rg
PC~cosu!, ~28!

whereu represents the angle between the emitted photon
the axis of polarization andW represents the angular distr
bution of the circular polarized radiation

~Pg!052
MPNC

DE
Ab1t2

b2t1
S Eg

2

Eg
1D 3

~29!

and

Rg
PNC~cosu!5A11d2

2

11d1
2 S (

n50,2,4
Pn~cosu!Bn~2!

3@Fn~1122!1Fn~2222!d1d1

1Fn~1222!~d21d1!# D
3S (

n50,2,4
Pn~cosu!Bn~2!@Fn~1122!

1Fn~2222!d2
2 12Fn~1222!d2# D 21

,

~30!

is a multiplier coming from the orientation of the nucleus
the initial excited state when the mixing ratios do not vani

The Fn coefficients are defined by
1-4
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Fn~LL8I 8I !5~21! I 813I 21@~2I 11!~2L11!~2L811!#1/2

C~LL8n;1210!W~LL8II ;nI 8!, ~31!

where C is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficien
C(J1J2J3 ;M1M2M3) and W is the Racah coefficient. Th
parity conserving~PC! quantity is given by@51#

Rg
PC~cosu!5H (

n51,3
Pn~cosu!Bn~2!@Fn~1122!

1Fn~2222!d2
2 12Fn~1222!d2#J

3H (
n50,2,4

Pn~cosu!Bn~2!

3@Fn~1122!1Fn~2222!d2
2

12Fn~1222!d2#J 21

, ~32!

wherePn are Legendre polynomials, and

Bn~2!5(
M

~2n11!1/2C~2n2;M0M !p~M !. ~33!

Herep(M ) is the polarization fraction of theM state, which
determines the degree of the orientation of the nucleus.

In the above equations,d2 is theM2/E1 mixing ratio,d1

is theE2/M1 mixing ratio, andt1 ,t2 , b1 ,b2 ,Eg
2 ,Eg

1 are
the lifetime, branching ratios, and transition energies for
respective parity states from the doublet.

In order to measure a PNC effect one must find situati
for which theRg

PC part vanishes. Two particular cases ha
this property. In the first case, an initially unpolarize
nucleus has B0(2)51, BnÞ0(2)50, and F0(LL822)
5dLL8 @50#. In this particularly simple case, the circular p
larization reduces to the well-known expression

~Pg!un5~Pg!0A11d2
2

11d1
2

~11d2d1!

11d2
2

.

06550
e

s

In the second case, one may prepare a polarized stat
choosingp(M )5dM0 for which, Bn51,3(2)50 and theRg

PC

part vanishes. Another observable which reflects a PNC
fect is the forward-backward asymmetry~FBA! of the emit-
ted g rays by polarized nuclei

FBAg~u![
W~u!2W~p2u!

W~u!1W~p2u!
. ~34!

This observable has been successfully used in the19F case
@21,22# in order to avoid the small efficiency of the Compto
polarimeters when one measures the degree of circular
larization. If the mixing ratios are small (d1 ,d2!1) one
can show that@29#

FBAg~u!.~Pg!0Rg
PC~cosu!. ~35!

The angular distribution described by this formula has
maximum foru50° @29#. It has the advantage that the pari
conserving~PC! circular polarizationRg

PC(cosu) can be mea-
sured experimentally. For all these cases the (Pg)0 quantities
essentially describe the PNC effect.

In the same limit as above (d1 ,d2!1), the expression
for the circular polarization for theg rays emitted from one
member of the PMD lying at 13 MeV excitation energy in a
unpolarized16O* nucleus reads

~Pg!un52
MPNC

DE

m1

e1
. ~36!

It contains the enhancement factor

m1

e1
5AGm1

Ge1

, ~37!

wherem1 (e1) represents the matrix element correspond
the magnetic~electric! transition of the PMD.

Analyzing the following fiveg transitions:

21T50, 13.02 MeV→22T50, 8.8719 MeV,
21T50, 13.02 MeV→22T50, 12.53 MeV,
22T51, 12.9686 MeV→21T50, 11.52 MeV,
ion
TABLE II. Experimental data@52# for theg transitions used in the calculations of the circular polarizat
@see Eqs.~29! and ~36!#.

Ei* ~MeV! I i
p iTi Ef* ~MeV! I f

p fTf Branching ratio (%) Gg ~eV!

12.97 221 0.00 010 (3.460.9)31022

6.13 320 6366 (2.360.2)
7.12 120 1263 (0.4460.1)
8.87 220 2563 (0.960.1)

8.87 220 0.00 010 7.260.2 (2.660.4)31024

6.05 010 0.12260.033 (3.161.0)31026

6.13 320 77.7616.0 (2.860.3)31023

6.92 210 3.660.5 (1.560.3)31024

7.12 120 11.460.5 (4.260.8)31024
1-5
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22T51, 12.9686 MeV→21T50, 9.8445 MeV,
22T51, 12.9686 MeV→21T50, 6.9171 MeV;

the maximum enhancement factor is obtained for the fi
transition~see Table II and Ref.@52#!. The calculations read

Gm1
~221;Ex512.97 MeV→220; Ex58.87 MeV!

5~0.960.1! eV

andGe1
is estimated as

TABLE III. The calculated~with OXBASH! B(E1) ratios neces-
sary for evaluating the coefficientk2 @see Eq.~39!#.

Interaction
AB~E1!OXB~13.02→8.87!

B~E1!OXB~8.87→6.92!

ZBM I 0.2055
ZWM 0.2811

ZBM II 0.3134
REWIL 0.1226
ZBMO 0.2055
le

e
he

06550
t

Ge1
5k2S 4.1 MeV

1.95 MeVD
3

Ge1
~220;Ex58.87 MeV→210; Ex

56.92 MeV!, ~38!

where

Ge1
~220;Ex58.87 MeV→210; Ex56.92 MeV!

5~1.560.3!31024 eV.

The above formulas contain two theoretical quantities:
PNC matrix element and the ratiok2, where the last one can
be estimated theoretically as follows:

k25
B~E1!OXB~13.02→8.87!

B~E1!OXB~8.87→6.92!
. ~39!

The relation of the circular polarization (Pg)0, to the
PNC matrix element^21,T50(13.02 MeV)uHPNC

eff u22,T
51(12.9686 MeV)&, where theHPNC

eff is the effective parity
nonconserving interaction, is given by
u~Pg!0u50.9931023 eV21
1

uku
u^21,T50~13.02 MeV!uHPNC

eff u22,T51~12.9686 MeV!&u. ~40!
of

nts

d

the

s.
Taking the average value ofuku50.2 ~see Table III!, and the
averaged valueMPNC'0.36 eV~see next section and Tab
IV for the isovector contribution only! we obtain for the
circular polarization the value (Pg)0'1.8531023, which is
above the experimental value obtained for the19F case
@21,22#. Other values for this quantity can be obtained by
multiplication by the factorMPNC(in eV)/0.36 eV, where
the values for the PNC matrix elementMPNC can be found in
the Table IV~see Sec. V!.

IV. PARITY NONCONSERVING MATRIX ELEMENT

The calculation of the weak matrix element has been p
formed with the standard PNC potential, arising from t
exchange ofp, r, andv mesons†Eqs. ~8!–~21! from Ref.
@33#‡, together with various descriptions of the effectiveNN
a

r-

interaction. In the present case we consider the mixing
22, T51, Ex512.9686 with 22, T50, Ex512.530 MeV in
16O.

A sample of the values for the weak coupling consta
are given in Table I, while the values for theFk,s constants
are given in Table V. The abbreviations DDH, KM, AH, an
DZ stand for the models developed in Refs.@3,4,8,23#, re-
spectively.

Corresponding to the above definitions, we may define
following matrix element:

Mk,s5^Cn8
f

~ I 2pT8!u f k,suC̃n
i ~ I pT!&, ~41!

where uC& and uC̃& are the eigenvectors as defined in Eq
~15! and~21!, respectively. According to Ref.@24# the matrix
element of the PNC interaction reads
^21,T50~13.02 MeV!uHPNCu22~12.9686 MeV!&

50.88̂ 21,T50~13.02 MeV!uHPNCu22,T51~12.9686 MeV!&

20.47̂ 21,T50~13.02 MeV!uHPNCu22,T50~12.53 MeV!&

50.88 (
k,s5p,r,v

Fk,s
DT51Mk,s20.47 (

k,s5r,v
Fk,s

DT50Mk,s . ~42!
1-6
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The advantage of theM quantities is that their ratios in th
case of the single-particle approximation, without sho
range correlations and for a zero range force, are q
simple rational numbers. SinceHPNC is a short-range opera
tor, its matrix elements are expected to be sensitive to sh
range correlations ~SRC! induced by the operato
G Q

PC(En)HPC from Eq. ~16!.
To examine this sensitivity issue, we treat the SRC by t

approximation methods. The first one follows Re
@16,47,53# and neglects three and more particle correlatio
i.e.,

uC&'eS
2

16O
uF16O&, ~43!

where

S2
16O5

1

4 (
r1r2

(
n1n2

ar1

† ar2

† an1
an2

^r1r2uS2
16Oun1n2&, ~44!

TABLE IV. Values of different parts of the PNC matrix eleme
for different descriptions of the nucleus~in units of eV!. In the first
columnMp

PNC represents the pion part of theMPNC, MIV
PNC signifies

the isovector part of theMPNC, M4r
PNC stands for the isoscalarr-

meson part of theMPNC, M IS
PNC represents the the full isoscalar pa

of the MPNC, M 2
PNC represents theMPNC, obtained from Eq.~42!

~where the contribution of theu22,T50& state due to the isospin
mixing into the u22,12.9686 MeV& state has a negative sign!,
M 1

PNC represents theMPNC, obtained from Eq.~42! ~where the con-
tribution of theu22,T50& state due to the isospin mixing into th
u22,12.9686 MeV& state has a positive sign!. The next columns
contain results~the matrix elementsMk,s from Table VII multiplied
with the corresponding coefficients from Table V! corresponding to
models whose description is given in the text. For each compo
the value obtained within the DDH weak interaction model is giv
in the first row, the second row incorporates the value obtai
within the DZ weak interaction model while the third row incorp
rates the value obtained within the KM weak interaction model

Interact. ZBMI ZBMII REWIL ZWM ZWMO

Mp
PNC 0.5942 0.1892 0.6914 1.6271 0.4320

0.1678 0.0534 0.1953 0.4595 0.1226
0.0248 0.0079 0.0288 0.0678 0.0182

MIV
PNC 0.6201 0.1968 0.7191 1.6759 0.4536

0.2232 0.0706 0.2598 0.6111 0.1631
0.0532 0.0170 0.0679 0.1458 0.0387

M4r
PNC 20.7320 20.2850 20.0975 0.3270 0.0962

20.5309 20.2067 20.0707 0.2372 0.0697
20.2367 20.0922 20.0375 0.1057 0.0310

M IS
PNC 20.7921 20.3078 20.1053 0.3401 0.1018

20.6404 20.2401 20.0883 0.2751 0.0836
20.2764 20.1008 20.0441 0.1163 0.0360

M 1
PNC 0.9181 0.3144 0.8433 0.4312 0.3532

0.4011 0.1615 0.2602 0.4023 0.1011
0.1792 0.1228 0.0804 0.0632 0.0172

M 2
PNC 0.1734 0.0322 0.7491 0.7504 0.4472

20.1015 20.0377 0.1812 0.6609 0.1806
20.0855 0.0328 0.0382 0.1815 0.0517
06550
-
te

rt-

o
.
s,

in which n i and r i are occupied and unoccupied, respe
tively, single-particle states entering the structure ofuF16O&.
The corresponding two-nucleon correlation function has
form

^x1x2uc2
16Oun1n2&5A@fn1

~x1!fn2
~x2!#1^x1x2uS2

16O un1n2&,
~45!

wherefn1
(x1) andfn2

(x2) are single-particle bound state

obtained with an oscillator potential with\v514 MeV. The
spatial part (uC(1,2)&) of the above two-nucleon correlate
wave function is the solution of Eq.~25!.

In the present calculations we use the Reid soft-core
tential @50# as the origin of the effective interaction. TheuF&
are configuration mixed states arising from effective inter
tions of the REWIL type@54# within the valence ZBM@55#
model space. This effective interaction describes quite we
series of low-energy observables such as the position of
low-lying excited levels in16O* , the electromagnetic transi
tions between these levels,a and b decay, and severa
nuclear reaction rates. TheuF& states, however, do not de
scribe directly the short-range correlations due to the v

nt

d

TABLE V. The expressions for the coefficientsFk,s multiplying
matrix elementsMk,s given in Tables VI and VII is tabulated in the
first column. Numerical values~in units of 1026) are given for the
‘‘best’’ values of the PNC meson-nucleon couplings in the DD
approach@8#, as well as for the values obtained by Kaiser a
Meissner@3#, and Dubovik and Zenkin@4#.

Fk,s
DT KM DDH DZ

F0,p
1 5

1

2A2
gphp

1 0.090 2.160 0.61

F1,r
1 52

1
2 grhr

1 0.014 0.027 0.06

F2,r
1 52

1
2 grhr

1(11mv) 0.066 0.127 0.34

F3,r
1 5

1
2 grhr

1 20.014 20.027 20.06

F1,v
1 52

1
2 gvhv

1 0.437 0.480 0.96

F2,v
1 52

1
2 gvhv

1 (11ms) 0.384 0.423 0.85

F3,v
1 52

1
2 gvhv

1 0.437 0.480 0.96

F4,r
0 52grhr

0(11mv) 4.850 14.940 10.88

F5,r
0 52grhr

0 1.032 3.180 2.32

F6,v
0 52gvhv

0 (11ms) 1.038 1.408 2.89

F7,v
0 52gvhv

0 1.179 1.600 3.28

F0,r
1 52

1
2 grhr8

1 0.307 0.000 0.00

F8,r
2 52

1

2A6
grhr

2~11mv! 0.886 2.542 1.79

F9,r
2 52

1

2A6
grhr

2 0.189 0.541 0.38
1-7
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SORINA POPESCU, OVIDIU DUMITRESCU, AND JAMES P. VARY PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 065501
small model space. The results are reported in Table VI
umn ‘‘REID.’’

In our second approximation scheme we treat the S
directly by following Refs.@24,25# and utilizing the Jastrow
correlations, i.e., Eq.~15!. We take the Miller and Spence

TABLE VI. Values ~in units of MeV! for the 21 –22 mixing
matrix elements (Mk,s) for different descriptions of the nucleus. I
the first column, as suggested by Eq.~42!, are the symbols of the
Mk,s quantities. The next three columns contain results correspo
ing to models of short-range correlations in the PNC matrix e
ments using different approaches: MS stands for the Miller
Spencer approach, REID stands for the results obtained by so
the Bethe-Goldstone equation, while ‘‘Uncorrelated’’ represents
results with no SRC included. All the results are obtained by us
theOXBASH shell model code with REWIL interaction~see the text!.
For each component the contribution corresponding to the12C core
is given in the first row, the second row specifies the contribution
the valence nucleons, while the third row is their sum.

Interact. MS REID Uncorrelated

M0p 0.3131 0.3000 0.3945
20.0070 20.0088 20.0088

0.3061 0.2912 0.3857
M1r 0.0170 0.0151 0.0527

0.0012 0.0007 0.0031
0.0182 0.0158 0.0558

M2r 0.0198 0.0213 0.0602
0.0007 0.0008 0.0022
0.0205 0.0221 0.0624

M3r 0.0160 0.0132 0.0451
0.0030 0.0022 0.0092
0.0190 0.0154 0.0543

M4r 20.0068 20.0066 20.0221
20.0021 20.0020 20.0074
20.0089 20.0086 20.0295

M5r 0.0003 0.0003 0.0011
0.0020 0.0019 0.0052
0.0023 0.0022 0.0063

M1v 0.0159 0.0155 0.0511
0.0011 0.0009 0.0037
0.0170 0.0164 0.0548

M2v 0.0188 0.0185 0.0611
0.0007 0.0008 0.0022
0.0195 0.0193 0.0633

M3v 0.0150 0.0146 0.0488
0.0028 0.0023 0.0092
0.0178 0.0169 0.0580

M6v 20.0021 20.0022 20.0072
0.0002 0.0003 0.0008

20.0019 20.0019 20.0064
M7v 20.0035 20.0033 20.0121

20.0011 20.0010 20.0037
20.0046 20.0043 20.0158

M0r 0.0198 0.0193 0.0611
0.0019 0.0011 0.0063
0.0217 0.0204 0.0674
06550
l-

C

@49# correlation function, where the two-particle correlatio
in coordinate space has a state independent form

f ~r !512exp~2ar2!~12br2!; a51.1 fm22;

b50.68 fm22. ~46!

The results are reported in Table VI column ‘‘MS,’’ wher
again theuF& are configuration mixed wave functions arisin
from effective interactions of the REWIL type@54# within
the valence ZBM@55# model space. In the Table VI colum
‘‘Uncorrelated,’’ the calculations have been performed und
the approximationuC&'uF&, i.e., with configuration mixing
but no SRC.

The Miller-Spencer parametrization is semirealistic a
matches rather well with the short-range correlations gen
ated in the solution of the Bethe-Goldstone equation for
Reid soft-core model in the1S0 and 3P0 channels. Conse
quently, the results in Table VI do not show large differenc
between our two treatments of correlations.

Our results in Table VI include onlyS-wave andP-wave
contributions in accord with the approximations of previo
efforts @24,25#. Neglecting the tensor-admixedD wave ad-
mits the possibility of significant corrections whose sign d
pends on the specific transition. For thep exchange contri-
bution in the 3P123S1(13D1) transition, the D wave
compensates a large part of the short-range repulsion@56#.
On the other hand, for the isoscalarr exchange contribution
in the 1P123S1(13D1) transition, theD wave provides fur-
ther suppression. Our future efforts will explore this quan
tatively.

The nuclear structure calculations depend drastically
the valence model space@57# in some cases. We present
Table VII the detail on the contributions of the differe
components of the PNC potential to the PNC matrix elem

^21,T50~13.02 MeV!uHPNCu22,T51~12.9686 MeV!&.

To facilitate the comparison, we present the basic ma
elements

Mk,s5^21,T50~13.02 MeV!u f k,su22,T8&, ~47!

where the operatorsf k,s are defined by Eqs.~10!–~19! of
Ref. @33#. In each case we present in Table VII the contrib
tion of the 12C core and the valence components, along w
the total contribution. For comparison, we present a sim
case where the PNC is due solely to the mixing of the sing
nucleon orbits 1p1/2 and 2s1/2.

In order to manage the uncertainty in the sign of the P
interaction, we have adopted the procedure of Ref.@33#. That
is, we set the overall phase of the largest contributions to
the same with all interactions and with both our treatments

d-
-
d
ng
e
g

f
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TABLE VII. Values of the matrix elementsMk,s for different descriptions of the nucleus~in units of
MeV!. In the first column, are the symbols of theMk,s quantities~see the text!. The next columns contain
results corresponding to models whose description is presented in the text. The results correspondin
oversimplified model, where the PNC mixing is due to a single-particle matrix element between the n
in the 2s1/2 and 1p1/2 orbits, are given in the seventh column~valence!. For each component the contributio
corresponding to the12C core is given in the first row, the second row specifies the contribution of
valence nucleons, while the third row represents their sum.

Interact. ZBMI ZBMII REWIL ZWM ZWMO Valence

M0p 0.2680 0.0571 0.3131 0.6438 0.1975 0.7832
0.0071 0.0305 20.0070 0.0095 0.0031
0.2751 0.0876 0.3061 0.6533 0.2006

M1r 0.0145 0.0031 0.0170 0.0349 0.0107 0.0430
0.0032 20.0028 0.0012 0.0055 0.0002
0.0177 0.0003 0.0182 0.0404 0.0109

M2r 0.0170 0.0036 0.0198 0.0408 0.0125 0.0491
0.0042 20.0050 0.0007 0.0066 20.0004
0.0212 20.0014 0.0205 0.0474 0.0121

M3r 0.0137 0.0029 0.0160 0.0329 0.0101 0.0398
0.0019 0.0023 0.0030 0.0050 0.0024
0.0156 0.0052 0.0190 0.0379 0.0125

M4r 20.0425 20.0152 20.0068 0.0191 0.0045 20.0776
20.0063 20.0038 20.0021 0.0027 0.0019
20.0488 20.0190 20.0089 0.0218 0.0064

M5r 20.0021 20.0007 0.0003 20.0009 0.0002 0.0002
20.0012 0.0041 0.0020 20.0048 20.0012
20.0033 0.0034 0.0023 20.0057 20.0010

M1v 0.0136 0.0029 0.0159 0.0327 0.0100 0.0388
0.0030 20.0026 0.0011 0.0052 0.0002
0.0166 0.0003 0.0170 0.0379 0.0102

M2v 0.0161 0.0034 0.0188 0.0387 0.0119 0.0517
0.0040 20.0047 0.0007 0.0063 20.0004
0.0201 20.0013 0.0195 0.0450 0.0115

M3v 0.0128 0.0027 0.0150 0.0308 0.0095 0.0412
0.0018 0.0021 0.0028 0.0046 0.0022
0.0146 0.0048 0.0178 0.0354 0.0117

M6v 20.0134 20.0048 20.0021 0.0060 0.0014 20.0283
20.0038 0.0003 0.0002 20.0027 0.0005
20.0172 20.0045 20.0019 0.0033 0.0019

M7v 20.0221 20.0079 20.0035 0.0099 0.0023 20.0382
20.0026 20.0013 20.0011 0.0014 0.0009
20.0247 20.0092 20.0046 0.0113 0.0032

M0r 0.0170 0.0036 0.0198 0.0408 0.0125 0.0441
0.0015 0.0024 0.0019 0.0035 0.0017
0.0185 0.0060 0.0217 0.0443 0.0142
ev
i

e
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arts
e

correlations. The sign of the final matrix element may, n
ertheless, be different after summation of all terms. This
seen for some of the results in Table VII.

The calculations of the nuclear structure levels where p
formed using theOXBASH program@58#, which includes op-
tions for different model spaces and different effective tw
nucleon interactions. In the present paper we used the Z
model space where ZBM I and ZBM II are the interaction
and II from Zuker, Buck, and McGrory@55#. The ZBM
model space contains 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 orbits filled and the
active ~valence! particles were restricted to the 1p1/2, 2s1/2,
06550
-
s

r-

-
M
I

and 1d5/2 orbits. The single-particle energies were fitted as
Ref. @54#, and the two-body matrix elements~TBME! were
taken to be the Kuo and BrownG-matrix elements@39,40#.
This approach is analogous to the approaches develope
Refs.@59,60#, however, the valence space is smaller here

V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The comparison of the calculated nuclear structure p
(Mk,s) within different model spaces and different effectiv
interactions~including the results of Ref.@25#! with the pre-
1-9
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SORINA POPESCU, OVIDIU DUMITRESCU, AND JAMES P. VARY PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 065501
dictions of the PNC single-particle model~column labeled
‘‘valence’’ in Table VII! shows that the core contribution
suppressed by a factor 1.2–4 for the isovector part, when
excludes the results given within the ZBMII model.1 This
suppresion is due to two facts, one is that the1

2
1 states and

1
2

2 states are not described by pure configurations wit
neutron in 2s1/2 and 1p1/2 orbits respectively. The other fac
is a pairing effect contained in the effective interaction. D
to pairing, the dominant PNC contribution for the transiti
2s1/221p1/2 is cancelled in the range of.20– 30 % by the

similar, but time reversed, transition 1p̄1/222s̄1/2.
For the isoscalar contribution, we have some similariti

but the pairing effect is much more pronounced, since
contribution of the second transition, 1p̄1/222s̄1/2, becomes
comparable to the first one, and even larger in some ca
The overall result, as seen in Table VII, is almost a comp
cancellation~REWIL! or even a change in sign in other cas
~ZWM,ZWMO!. The relative weight of the isoscalar and i
ovector contributions can be seen more easily in the diffe
models in Table VII, since those on the left favor a neutr
transition, while those on the right favor a proton transitio
The isovector contribution is relatively stable and varies b
factor of 1.5 at most if one excludes the ZBMII resul
There is a possibility of a total absence of the isoscalar c
tribution ~REWIL!.

Analyzing the contribution of the valence nucleo
(1p1/2,1d5/2,2s1/2) also proves instructive. Due to the fa
that core nucleons generally contribute coherently to
single-particle PNC interaction, one mighta priori expect
that they would increase the core contribution. Looking
Table VII shows that this is true in many cases, for the re
tive state transition3S123P1 ~dominant in M0p , M0r ,
M3r , and M3v) as well as for the transition3S121P1
~dominant inM4r , M5r , M6v , and M7v , after appropri-
ately separating in this case the contributions arising fr
the transition1S023P0). This does not apply for the isovec
tor 1S023P0 transition~dominant inM1r , M1v , andM2v),
whose contribution is quite small~ZWMO! or even destruc-
tive ~ZBMII !. For the isoscalar1S023P0 transition, the situ-
ation is much more complex~decrease for ZWM and in
crease for ZBMII for absolute values reminiscent of t
3S123P1). Clearly, the results are very sensitive to stro
interactions in1S0 and 3S1 states, whose relative strength
nuclei is not well determined~see discussions in Ref.@61#,
and some other references therein!. With this significant un-
certainty in the quantitative contributions of theSwaves, we
are not impelled to retain the contributions from part
waves higher thanP waves at the present time.

As for the core contribution, the dependence of the beh
ior of the results on the transition can be traced back
specific ‘‘pairing’’ effects and to a more or less destructi

1As a matter of fact, in Ref.@25# the third 21 eigenvalue given by
the OXBASH code ~see Fig. 2 of Ref.@25#! has been adopted fo
comparison with the experimental 21 state at 13.02 MeV. Here, a
well as in Ref.@24#, we have adopted the fourth 21 eigenvalue
given by theOXBASH code.
06550
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interference of the contributions of the single-particle tran
tions 2s1/2–1p1/2 and the time reversed one 1p̄1/2– 2s̄1/2.

Considering various strong and weak interaction mod
the average value of PNC matrix element is

MPNC5^21,T50~13.02 MeV!uHPNCu22~12.9686 MeV!&

'0.36 eV. ~48!

This can be considered the main result of our current
fort. This leads to our prediction of 1.8531023 for the cir-
cular polarization of the 4.15 MeVg ray (21T50; Ex
513.02 MeV→22T50; Ex58.87 MeV) in 16O* .

VI. CONCLUSION

In the present work an effective Hamiltonian approach
the PNC weak interaction has been investigated. It has b
shown that the circular polarization org asymmetry of theg
ray emitted in the following transition (21T50; Ex
513.02 MeV→22T50; Ex58.87 MeV) in 16O* , can
provide a measurable and sensitive test to determine the
matrix element (MPNC), connecting the parity mixed double
(22,T51; 21,T50) in 16O. This MPNC has been calcu-
lated within theOXBASH shell model code, using five stron
~PC! and four weak~PNC! interaction models. A theoretica
value of 0.36 eV has been obtained as an average to pre
the above mentioned experimentally relevant observable

This new 16O case enlarges the number of two-level sy
tems sensitive to the isovector parity nonconservation. I
accessible experimentally with four independent polarizat
observables. Two of them are the longitudinal and irregu
transverse analyzing powers of the15N(pW ,a0)12C resonance
reaction~see Refs.@24,25# if we make the pair of indepen
dent experiments!, and another two are the circular polariz
tion andg-asymmetry of theg-ray emitted in the transition
21T50; Ex513.02 MeV→22T50; Ex58.87 MeV in
16O* . The MPNC is sensitive to theDT51 components of
the weak interaction Hamiltonian responsible for parity no
conservation (HPNC) and especially to the part described b
the weak pion exchange, which itself is related to the neu
current contributions. Current experiments provide only
upper limit for the weak pion constant. New experiments
necessary in order to fix this weak pion constant and the
fore determine the neutral current contributions in the HPNC.
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